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REDUCE LOST REVENUE FROM
CANCELED APPOINTMENTS

Reduce lost revenue with an automated text-based
solution that works on your behalf, without staff

involvement, to proactively offer earlier appointments to
already scheduled patients. The jumpQ patient-focused
workflow is designed with efficiency in mind, leading to

reduced wait times and increased patient volume.

Great, your appointment has been
rescheduled. 

Yes.

Dr. Smith has an availability on Monday,
Jan 17 at 10:00 am, which is sooner than
your appt scheduled for Monday, Jan 24
at 9:30 am. Would you like to reschedule
your appt to Jan 17? 

Reply YES to automatically reschedule, or
NO to keep your original appt. 
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The total cost

of missed

healthcare

appointments

in the United

States every

year 
TRUE COST OF UNUSED
SCHEDULE CAPACITY
It's estimated that each open

appointment can cost a practice

$200 on average.

Imagine being able to offer one

of your already scheduled

patients an earlier open

appointment time as soon as it

became available. 

Not only would you be able to

reduce your unused schedule

capacity and accelerate access

to care, you would also vastly

improve their patient

experience. 

We are excited to introduce

jumpQ as part our offering at

blockit to help your practice

achieve this goal. 

When an open appointment

becomes available in your

schedule, a text message will

automatically be sent to

future scheduled patients

based on criteria you've

determined to offer an earlier

appointment time.

The patient can determine to

accept or decline the new

appointment time all through

their mobile device and

without manual intervention

from front office staff. 

Find out how your practice

can see up to an 18-day

improvement in access to

care with jumpQ. 

$150
Billion

$200
The cost to a

typical

physician for

each open slot

or no-show 

77%
Of patients

desire the

ability to book,

change, or

cancel

appointments

digitally

https://www.forbes.com/sites/sachinjain/2019/10/06/missed-appointments-missed-opportunities-tackling-the-
patient-no-show-problem


